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1. Kells Project 2019 - 2020
Intergenerational, cross-community art project involving primary school children, their teachers and
adults with intellectual disabilities and additional needs at Kings River Community in Kells village, rural
Ireland.
The project centered on explorations of sense of place, belonging and the local environment.
Methodology:
- Shared working processes encouraging active participation of all involved
- Participation through conversation, discussion, exchange, story telling/sharing and art making
- Experimental and collaborative making, participant-led processes
- Co-creation and shared ownership of works and process
The school’s surrounding locations, the site of Kells Priory and the river connecting local communities
appeared as shared points of interest during the initial consultations with participants.
Artist Tunde Toth guides a collaborative and explorative process for both communities – through separate
and joined sessions that take place in the school, at Kings River buildings and on site locally.
Creative processes include: observational drawing, walks, sketches, ‘deep’ creative mapping, photography,
collection of memories and stories, traditional / contemporary hand paper making processes.
The project is ongoing and will continue in the autumn of 2020 (depending on Covid19 conditions)
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2. Deenview Project 2018-2019
MA Space Project (LIT LSAD)
Deenview Centre, Castlecomer, Co. Kilkenny
Deenview Project is a participatory, collaborative, process-led
and inter-organizational art project in the context of
Deenview Centre: a day support service for adults with
intellectual disabilities.
Tunde Toth has been working with the group – incl. clients and
staff – since 2015; on a number of art projects that were
pedagogic in nature. This work is a departure from the
educational framework; an attempt to establish a more equal
partnership, a collaboration, an inclusive, participatory and
empowering process for all involved.
Deenview Project was part of Tunde`s research and studies for her MA
course at LIT LSAD.

Deenview Project 2018-2019
OVERARCHING theme:
Social inclusion / exclusion in the context of adults with
intellectual disabilities
Disability rights / right to access information
THE PROJECT INVESTIGATES:
Forms of communication / language and the
difficulties/boundaries/lack of it
Visual communication tools and aids as supports for
social inclusion and as barriers or isolators – primarily
visual material and signing – Lámh Manual Signing
System
Identity / sense of identity, sense of belonging, the
understanding of community – language and
communication forms to express it
The concept, comprehension and communication of
consent
Participatory consent

Deenview Project 2018/2019
Methodology
• Dialogical Practice: conversation and dialogue as process
and work; discussions generate an open, interactive
environment where social inclusion barriers are
investigated; dialogue as a research tool, discussion as a
decision-making tool
• Collaborative and Cooperative art making sessions:
• Drawings, sketches
• Print making processes – Dry Point, Collograph
• Reflection on making, selection of works, temporary
displays aiming for discussed, shared choices and
decisions
• Cultural Public Space – Butler Gallery (Kilkenny), IMMA
(Dublin), VISUAL (Carlow):
• Bringing a non-art space into a professional gallery
environment – access to and inclusion in public
spaces
• Access to high quality arts experiences as a group
• Discussing, understanding and interpreting art in a
professional setting – as a form of participation

Deenview Project 2018/2019
Collaborators and Project Partners
Deenview Project is planned, devised and coordinated
collaboratively with a number of project partners, collaborators
and supporters:
Deenview Centre – project space and resources
Lámh Development Office, Carlow IT – research material
and support, participation in Lámh Module 1 course,
contribution to documentation and dissemination of film
Butler Gallery, Kilkenny – professional arts space,
exhibition visits, curatorial support
IMMA, Dublin – Exhibition visit and tour
Film documentation and editing (in progress): Tara Neary

Deenview Project 2018/2019
PARTICIPANTS:
Deenview Community: adults with intellectual disabilities,
learning difficulties, dementia; staff at Deenview Day Support
Service; families, collaborators and project partners

FORMS of PARTICIPATION:
The project is inter-organizational: a partnership between
project partners, involving them as participants in a processled work that manifests in conversation, dialogue, discussion
and shared making processes.
The artist and collaborators understand participation as active
engagement and involvement in conversations, discussions,
collaborative making, shared learning and teaching, gallery
visits, documentation, event and publication. Participants may
collaborate and contribute to some or all processes of the
project, including development, documentation, outcomes.

Deenview Project 2018/2019

Documentation and Outcomes
Collaborative Documentation includes:
Photography, sound recordings / interviews, written
documentation and film
Responsibility for filming and editing
Collaborative editing of website: www.deenviewproject.com
Co-curating and shared selection of images, recordings

Outcomes:
Exhibition event, publication, film documentary
Sharing moment: Deenview Project Exhibition July 2019
The planned publication will include visual and written
reflections from collaborators and will be co-edited with
participants.
Recordings of Conversations are in the process of editing

Deenview Project
Exhibition
July 2019
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Documentation and Outcomes
Accessible Consent Form
The concept of consent for participation and documentation and the content of a working consent
form were communicated and discussed with all participants both during recorded group sessions
and individually.
The Accessible Consent Form is the first document of this project that is, in the same time, also a
new and a type of communication aid that was not available to the staff before. The artist and
project partners worked together with participants to develop a methodology to discuss the
concept of consent in a context of a day service centre for people with diverse intellectual
disabilities. The form aims to communicate the concept, the right to choose and select options. It is
a living, evolving document that is in regular use and revisited continuously – with options and
choices remaining open.
www.deenviewproject.com/gallery/Deenview-project-2018-consent-form-as-a-live-document/

Deenview Project 2018/2019 – IMMA Visit
Website: www.deenviewproject.com

3. Treescapes - Creative Engagement Project
2017 - 2018
Drimnagh Castle Secondary School, Longmile Road, Dublin 12

Treescapes is a collaborative project with TY students and their
teachers at as part of their Creative Engagement programme for
2017/2018.
The project focused on natural environments in urban contexts:
considering our relationships to nature in a city scape while
specifically exploring trees: through research, observations,
collection of visual material and art making processes.
The project connects to the school`s ongoing work on
biodiversity, nature preservation and focus on green approaches,
recycling/re-using/upcycling materials and objects.

Treescapes Project 2017 - 2018
Working methods and art making processes:
Hand Paper Making collaborative, participant-led paper
making sessions with the two TY classes at school (44
students) – using traditional paper making techniques.
Participants used selected and collected recycled materials,
re-used paper products and pure plant fibres prepared for a
pulp based process.
Paper making was regarded as combined media process,
the group incorporated printed material, photographs,
documents, print and writing.
Contemporary Silk Paper Making technique using raw,
untreated silk fibres: materials that are the by-product of
the silk processing industry.
Cross-art form approach: a paper making process naturally
lead to writing/literature, drawings, documentation,
visual/written recordings of stories/ideas and to the making
of books. Participating students incorporated text, literature
and research material (visual and written).

Treescapes Project 2017 - 2018

Outcomes:
The students created a number of pieces through the
combined processes of paper making, drawing,
writing. These works formed larger, permanent
installations in the newly refurbished library room at
the school – designed and planned collaboratively by
the students.
Event / exhibition launch
Documentation:
Continued, collaborative photographic, sound / video
recordings of the project
Written documentation: notes, project diaries
School website / blog

Treescapes Project 2017 - 2018

4. Place-Scape 2017
Intergenerational participatory project, Butler Gallery, Kilkenny
“PLACE-SCAPE” – RED SQUARE and CULTURE CLUB project, July – August 2017
Tunde Toth was appointed by Butler Gallery as artist mentor and exhibition curator on the “Place-scape”
project, working in collaboration with assistant artist Fala Buggy. They developed and facilitated an
intergenerational project involving participants from the Red Square group (from 16 years of age) and adults
from the Gallery`s Culture Club.

They focused on inclusion, interaction and active engagement in all phases of the project, aiming to create an
artistic experience through meaningful participation for everyone involved.
The creative process explored the overarching theme of PLACE and included activities of observations,
communication, reflection, documentation and art making. The group visited Eithne Jordan`s exhibition While
Walking at the Butler Gallery and participated in a discussion, exploration and investigation-based process that
opened up questions about sense of space, memories, public spaces and spatial awareness. A creative, `deep`
mapping process led to dry point prints, collaborative drawings and individual (“inner”) maps. Participants
created site specific installations, multimedia works and a successful exhibition at Barnstorm Theatre during
Kilkenny Arts Festival.
Artist mentor, main facilitator and project curator: Tunde Toth Project facilitator: Fala Buggy
Project partners: Butler Gallery, Barnstorm Theatre, Kilkenny Arts Festival

Placescape 2017
Intergenerational project, Butler Gallery, Kilkenny

Placescape 2017
Intergenerational project, Butler Gallery, Kilkenny

Placescape 2017 Exhibition and Sharing Event
Barnstorm Theatre, Kilkenny City

Culture Night
Ambassadors
Intergenerational project,
Butler Gallery, Kilkenny
“Culture Night Ambassadors”:
A small number of participants
continued their engagement with the
programme after the Placescape
exhibition at Kilkenny Arts Festival:
they worked collaboratively to devise
a public engagement programme for
Culture Night at Butler Gallery.

The group developed a project that
aimed to encourage all visitors to
engage and respond to the exhibition
The Way Things Go and facilitated
fun and inspiring activities – a set of
challenges – at various locations in
Kilkenny Castle.
Artist mentor, project facilitator:
Tunde Toth

5. Deenview Print Project
Castlecomer, Co. Kilkenny 2016 - 2017
Deenview Print Project was a long term art project
with participants of the Deenview community: service
users, clients and staff members at the days support
centre for adults with intellectual disabilities.
Participants were involved in a long term process
exploring their locality, their town and surrounding
area, exploring space and memories of place
through walks, discussions, photography, drawing,
sketching, mapping, Collograph and Intaglio print
making (dry point).
Family members and the wider local community got
involved through their collections of photographs of
the town and it`s places, and through their personal
stories retelling local histories.
Project coordinator, curator, facilitator: Tunde Toth

Deenview Print Project 2016 – 2017
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Deenview Print Project
2016 – 2017

OUTCOMES of the project included
a collection of original and new
photographs, collograph and dry
point prints and a large scale,
collaborative wall print (made by
participants and the artist): a
permanent installation in the main
hall of Deenview Centre.

FUNDING
The project was funded through
Kilkenny Co.Co. Arts Office Arts Act
Grants and Carlow-Kilkenny ETB
Commuity Education schemes.

6. (We) Belong 2017
St. Mary`s NS Sandyford, Dublin 18

• The (We) Belong project explored sense of place, home and belonging in the multicultural/
multinational environment of St. Mary`s NS.
• It was a participatory, collaborative art project, planned together with teachers and children and
actively involving the whole school community.
• Art processes: discussions, drawings, observations, explorations of space – mapping, view finderbased drawings, collection of objects and materials relevant to cultural traditions, Origami, paper
cutting, Mono prints, Intaglio print making (dry point, using a printing press), shared project
diaries, documentation, writings, selections of works for final exhibition.
• Children created both individual and collaborative works and larger scale installation pieces. Dry
point prints were selected and framed to become permanent displays at the main entrance of the
school building.
• Exhibition opening event took place at the local community centre in Sandyford.
FUNDING: Arts Grant – Participation and Learning Dun Laoghaire – Rathdown County Council
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7. Per Cent for Art Commission
St. Mary`s National School, Dunleckney, Co. Carlow, Ireland
2016
This commission was awarded for a residency that engaged the whole school community: all classes
(incl. ASD class), their teachers and members of the Parents Association explored the built and
natural environment of their locality, their relationships to places, old and new school buildings
through ‘deep mapping’ processes, drawing and intaglio print making (Dry Point).
The project focused on process and engagement and established an active and continued presence
in the school through temporary studio spaces – these locations became space interventions
interacting with the everyday life and routine of the school.
Children and teachers were continuously involved in creative processes of drawings, site visits,
creative (deep) mapping, reflective drawing, discussions and the planning of the project.
Final outcomes: permanent display of 4 large scale framed works of Dry Point prints representing
work from each child in the school.

Per Cent for Art Commission
at St. Mary`s National School, Dunleckney, Co. Carlow, Ireland
2016
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